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                                        Free & paid Photoshop actions, templates, brushes, styles, and tutorials!                    
        
        
    
        
        
        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    


                
            
        
    




            
                        
            
            
                                    
                
                    

            
        
            
            
                                    
                
                    PanosFX specializes in offering a wide range of Photoshop add-ons, such as actions, brushes, patterns, styles, and templates, aiding designers, photographers, artists, and hobbyists in creating efficient, professional-grade designs. 

PanosFX is the creative hub founded by Panos Efstathiadis, a distinguished Greek graphics artist, who has been a leading figure in the realm of Photoshop add-ons since 2002, consistently providing top-quality products.

Panos' passion for crafting impeccable resources is evident in the attention to detail and the quality of his works, which have earned worldwide recognition and acclaim:

	 Adobe features the "Cartoons & Pop Art" and the "Reflections" in their recommended Creative Cloud add-ons list, on the Adobe Exchange.
	Panos' add-ons have been featured in numerous magazines and textbooks worldwide and endorsed by leading professionals in the digital imaging industry.



                
                        
            
        
        
    



            
        
            
            
            
                
                    

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
        
        
    
        
        
                Image processed with the "Engrave & Sketch" addon

        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    


                
            
        
        
    




                
                        
            
                
        
        
    





    
        
            
            
            
                
                    

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
                                        What type of content is available on PanosFX?                    
        
        
    
        
        
                You can spend days exploring the numerous add-ons that produce hundreds of effects and watching Photoshop tutorials.

        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    



            

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
                                        You can begin by exploring the following categories:                    
        
        
    
        
        
                	The commercial/freemium Photoshop actions as well as the numerous free Photoshop actions
	The Photoshop templates
	The free Photoshop brushes, styles, patterns and gradient fills.
	The "COMPLETE PanosFX" that contains all premium add-ons and templates, at a small fraction of their cost.


        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    



        

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
                                        For training & documentation, you can browse these categories:                    
        
        
    
        
        
                	The Photoshop tutorials and the 'Creative Ideas' sections.
	The products documentation & the freebies documentation sections.
	The troubleshooting section


        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    



        



                
            
        
    




    
        
            
            
            
                
                    

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
                                         Our recent news:                    
        
        
    
        
        
        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    



    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
        
        
    
        
        
                Find below our latest announcements about new and updated add-ons & tutorials. To browse our news history, visit the blog section of PanosFX.
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                                        Digital Rain Trilogy                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Breakthrough: Turn your photos into hypnotic animated digital cascades and auroras, inspired by the Matrix rain! Convert your images into awesome ASCII Art works!
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                                        ASCII Art                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Six unique effects that bring the timeless charm of ASCII art to your images, by transforming them into captivating text art! Suitable for web use, laser prints, posters, etc.
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                                        Vector Art Cartoons                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Witness your photos magically transform to emulate intricate vector art in a cartoonish style, while retaining the flexibility of raster images.
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                                        The "Ribbed Glass" actions                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Show your photos through ribbed glasses, with visually appealing reflections and refractions. Choose from 5 different types of ribbed glass; enhance with additional effects!
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                                        Paper and Leather patterns                    
        
        
    
        
        
                A set of 8 hi-res seamless paper and leather patterns that will be useful in your Photoshop projects.
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                                        Photo Edges                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Effortlessly create 10 captivating edge effects. Optimized for the most popular image sizes on your favorite social media.
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                                        Engrave & Sketch                    
        
        
    
        
        
                The Engrave & Sketch Photoshop actions convert your photos into a B&W or color sketches, or engravings, with unmatched contrast and beautiful details!
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                                        2024 Calendar Maker                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Design personalized annual and monthly calendars in Adobe Photoshop and Photoshop Elements.
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                                        Neon Lights                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Convert your text into beautiful neon lights with the Neon free Photoshop actions! 6 colors, 12 styles, 3 cables, seamless pattern!
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                                        Bricks - seamless patterns                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Enjoy 2 free seamless brick patterns for Photoshop. These versatile designs can serve as backgrounds or layer styles.
        
        
        

                                
                
                
            
        
            



        



                
            
        
    




    
        
            
            
            
                
                    

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
                                        Premium Photoshop actions:                    
        
        
    
        
        
        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    

Find below some recommended products from our collection of premium Photoshop actions.
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                                        Engrave & Sketch                    
        
        
    
        
        
                The Engrave & Sketch Photoshop actions convert your photos into a B&W or color sketches, or engravings, with unmatched contrast and beautiful details!
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                                        Digital Rain Trilogy                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Breakthrough: Turn your photos into hypnotic animated digital cascades and auroras, inspired by the Matrix rain! Convert your images into awesome ASCII Art works!
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                                        Cartoons & Pop Art                    
        
        
    
        
        
                3 Cartoon styles; 16 balloons; 2 pop-art collages; 8 pop-art backgrounds. Convert your photos into cartoons with our most popular Photoshop actions!
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                                        Photo Frames                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create amazing photo frames of different shapes & textures, which you can use as template PSDs for your photo galleries!
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                                        ASCII Art                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Six unique effects that bring the timeless charm of ASCII art to your images, by transforming them into captivating text art! Suitable for web use, laser prints, posters, etc.
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                                        Magic Touch                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Skin retouching Photoshop actions that use an array of very advanced techniques to soften the skin, fade out spots & wrinkles while preserving the skin texture.
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                                        Vector Paintings                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Convert your photos into digital paintings made from vector graphics, which can be scaled freely in Photoshop without losing quality. Create beautiful posters and banners, T-Shirt graphics, etc.
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                                        Mockups                    
        
        
    
        
        
                A bundle of mockup-making Photoshop actions. Create dozens of different softback & hardback books, magazines, spiral bound and wirebound pads, brochures, cubes, CDs, DVDs!
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                                        Jigsaw Puzzles                    
        
        
    
        
        
                The ultimate jigsaw puzzle maker for Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. Dozens of different shapes, hundreds of effects!
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                                        Filmstrips                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create 138 filmstrip effects: horizontal, vertical and bent strips; film canisters; clapperboards; circular strips; loops. The Photoshop actions make extensive use of smart objects that let you easily replace the filmstrip photos.
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                                        Postage stamps                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Turn your photos into postage stamps; create collages made of square, portrait, and landscape postage stamps.
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                                        Crystal Balls & Bubbles                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Convert your photo, or a selection of the photo into a crystal sphere! Includes a wide range of tools to spice up your creations. Bonus: the "Sparkles and flares" brushes!
        
        
        

                                
                
                
            
        
            



        



                
            
        
    





    
        
            
            
            
                
                    

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
                                        Free Photoshop actions, brushes, styles:                    
        
        
    
        
        
        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    

We have an extensive collection of free Photoshop actions and free Photoshop brushes and styles that produce hundreds of creative effects for Adobe Photoshop. Below you can find some recommended free sets of Photoshop actions.
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                                        Reflections                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create a range of unique reflection effects with elegant details. You can create classic reflections, water reflections, as well as complex scenes.
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                                        Out of Bounds                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create easily the Out of Bounds effect, where parts of your photos appear to pop out from the frame. 2 different effects included.
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                                        Photo and envelope                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create a scene that shows a paper envelope with your photo sliding out from its open top flap. Animated version included.
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                                        Magnifying Glass                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create a magical, dynamic magnifying glass effect!
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                                        Bars and Tiles                    
        
        
    
        
        
                The Bars & Tiles free Photoshop actions transform your photos into collages made up from cuboid 3D objects. Three effects are included.
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                                        Page curls                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create 4 beautiful page curl effects. You can change the size of the curls and place them on any photo corner. You can even add different curls on the same photo!
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                                        Projection Screen                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Create a projection screen from scratch and display your photos on it. The animated version produces an impressive slideshow with a retractable screen and light beam effects!
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                                        Bent photos                    
        
        
    
        
        
                These free Photoshop actions turn your photos into bent polaroids with very elegant shadow effects. 3 styles included.
        
        
        

                                
                
                
            
        
            



        



                
            
        
    




    
        
            
            
            
                
                    

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
                                        Photoshop Tutorials:                    
        
        
    
        
        
        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    



    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
        
        
    
        
        
                	Our Photoshop tutorials section contains several video and text tutorials that will help you develop your skills and master Photoshop's advanced features.
	The tutorials in the Creative ideas section show you how to use our add-ons more creatively.


Find below some recommended tutorials from both sections:
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                                        Transform photos and text into graffiti art in Photoshop                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Convert images and text into graffiti art using Photoshop or Photoshop Elements with this tutorial!
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                                        Edge effects using the Cutout filter                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Discover an easy way to create unique, layered edge effects in Photoshop in just a few seconds using the Cutout filter.
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                                        Make your photos look lost in the sand                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Discover how to create a realistic sand-covered effect for any photo
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                                        Convert text & shapes to stitched graphics.                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Discover how to transform any text or shape into a cotton patch that appears hand-sewn onto denim fabric.
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                                        Reflective orbs floating around your photos                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Transform your photo into an enchanting artwork with the addition of reflective orbs that mirror its content.
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                                        "Neon Tubing" - create an impressive text effect                    
        
        
    
        
        
                In this Photoshop text tutorial you will learn how to make the letters of any custom text look like neon light tubes!
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                                        Learn to work with vector graphics: create a badge                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Learn how to craft a vector-based badge in Adobe Photoshop
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                                        Photoshop 2D animations explained                    
        
        
    
        
        
                This tutorial covers the basics of 2D animation in Photoshop. Explore how to utilize the Timeline panel for animating layers.
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                                        Craft a spiral-bound album with two corner-mounted photos                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Discover how to craft a spiral-bound photo album with two corner-mounted photos.
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                                        Create a hanging filmstrip effect                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Learn how to craft an impressive scene in Adobe Photoshop, showing a hanging filmstrip suspended in the air by a binder clip.
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                                        "Botanical": Create awesome flora text effects!                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Learn how to turn any text layer into intricate tree branches and leaves using Photoshop CC!
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                                        Set your text on fire in Photoshop!                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Discover how to create dramatic "text on fire" effects from any text layer in Photoshop CC.
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        Contact PanosFX:








        * fields marked with asterisk are required








    Your name:*    

        
        
                    











    Your email:*    

        
        
                    











    Enter your message:*    

                
                    











    Your Adobe Photoshop version:*    

        Please select
I use the latest Photoshop version 

I use Photoshop Elements 15 or newer

I use Photoshop CS6 or CS5 or CS4
I use Photoshop CS3

Other (state explicitly in your message)

        
                    











    Your operating system:*    

        Please select
Microsoft Windows

macOS

        
                    











    You may optionally upload up to 3 images that are related to your question.    

        Choose file        
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	            About PanosFX
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For customers
    
	            Customer panel

        
	            Re-download your products

        
	            Questions & answers

        
	            Can't login?
        
	            Edit your details

        


                
            
        
        
    



            
        
            
            
            
                
                    
        News & discounts!    

	            Subscribe to our newsletter

        
	            Browse our news
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Adobe and Photoshop are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.


                
                        
            
        
        
    



                                
                
            
        
    

            
            
        


        
        

    